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HERRING MIGRATION DOCUMENTARY SERIES

WHAT ARE THE DELIVERABLES?
3 in-depth films focused on the natural history, latest science and conservation issues surrounding the River Herring and
the migration event. 
Episode 1: A Natural History, 18 to 27 minutes - This film is the first to present a comprehensive natural history and
scientific portrait of River Herring and the migration event. 
Episode 2: A Complicated Path, 18 to 27 minutes - A panel of scientists and herring experts explore the latest
assessments focused on conserassessments focused on conservation challenges and proposed solutions in restoring herring’s decimated numbers.
Episode 3: The Mystic Herring Run, 18 to 27 minutes - The film depicts the historic return of herring to the Boston's
Mystic Lakes for the first time since the American Civil War and its biological implications.
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WHY DO RIVER HERRINGS MATTER?
Ecological Significance: Herrings are on the menu of countless species, both at sea and on land. They play a critical role
in transferring energy in food webs to a diverse multitude of species. 
Economical Value: Sport and commerical fishing as well as tourism industry revolve around thriving population of species
that feed on herring.
Educational Potential: They are ambassadors of our oceans that link inland freshwater habitats to the sea. Herrings have
tremendous potential for engaging communities and stimulating the ltremendous potential for engaging communities and stimulating the love of nature in the next generation. 

WHO IS THE TARGETED AUDIENCE?
Featuring original and scientifically accurate content, the films have great promise for educational platforms of distribution,
spreading conservation messages, fostering discussion and generating interest among an environmentally-tuned audience.
Natural history and science documentary fans with discriminating taste for content and engaging visuals will be in for a treat. 

FILMING LOCATIONS: Massachusetts and Maine, United States
Mystic River, Nemasket River, Weymouth Back Bay River, Boston Harbor, Boston Inner Harbor, Massachusetts Bay
Jones River, Middleborough River, Weymouth Back River, Whitman Pond, Mystic Lakes, Malden River, Parker River

RELEASE FORMATS: DVD, Online Releases, Digital Downlaods COMPLETION DATE: October 2013 

PROJECT STATUS
Research and Pre-Production: 100% Completed.  Production: 60% completed. Remaining 40% to be shot during 2013. 
Post-Production: Pending funds. Expenses include editing, special effects, music and professional voice-over.

WHAT IS THE PROJECT’S FUNDING GOAL AND DEADLINE?
(1) We need to reach a minimum of $6,600 by April 23, 2013 at 8:55PM on Kickstarter to produce 3 films with a
minimum duration of 18 minutes per episode (54 minutes in total).  (2) Depending on how much the campaign may raise
beyond a minimum $6,600 threshold, series content, scope and duration will be expanded by up to 27 minutes per episode. 

WHAT IS KICKSTARTER AND HOW DOES IT WORK?
Its a user-driven online funding platform that finances creative projects. Users make pledges toward projects and select
from a range of rewards in return. The funding goal must be reached IN FULL by the deadline or project will not be funded. 

ARE DONATIONS TAX DEDUCTIBLE?  Yes, please send an email for full details.

THANK YOU

HOW CAN I / OUR ORGANIZATION SUPPORT THIS PROJECT?
(1) Please take 5 minutes to watch an introductory video of the series at the Kickstarter link below:
http://kck.st/120Mv6Y
Note that a summarized version as well as an expanded description of the project are posted at the above link.
(2) Consider making a small donation to this project and select from a corresponding reward for your pledge amount
(DVD, poster, digital downloads, poster and acknowledgements). Rewards will be shipped by November 2013. 


